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Women’s March

Only communism can
eradicate sexism
NEW YORK CITY, January
21—At the second annual Women’s
March, Progressive Labor Party (PLP)
marched to demonstrate our determination to see sexism defeated
once and for all. Yet capitalism needs
sexism like we need air to breathe.

1,500 leaflets were distributed. We
made short speeches and some people thanked us for calling out more
than just Trump as the problem.

The mass bravery of the #MeToo
trend points the way forward. But
powerful elements of the U.S. ruling
class are engaged in a comprehensive effort to re-direct the anger of
this moment into the waiting arms
of the Democratic Party.

The Trump agenda—from the
tax bill to the proposed attacks on
Medicare/Medicaid, a re-imposition
of a global gag rule on abortion and
more—is a huge attack on workingclass women. Yet we delude ourselves in believing that power in the
hands of Democrats means progress.

The same capitalist class that
has mounted attacks on women of
breathtaking scope and violence
now wants to own/control the movement against “systemic” sexism.

CHICAGO, January 21—For
the second annual Women’s March,
Progressive Labor Party (PLP) again
rallied with workers from the region
against the sexism perpetuated by
the U.S. ruling class. Hundreds of
thousands of anti-sexists showed
up today to voice their anger against
the sexist ideology, violence, and oppression.
Despite many of the marchers’
anger towards Trump and the system, the overall tone of the march
was reformist and passive in nature. More voting was the call many
marchers were yelling. Also, the
overall the majority white crowd is
reflective of the racism and sexism
of the Democrats that organized it.
These wealthy liberal capitalists
and their politicians have historically exploited and left out Black, Latin,
Arab, Asian, and indigenous women
workers from their “movement,” coopting many genuine working-class
struggles against sexism for their
own imperialist and profit-based
ends.
Our small but mighty contingent

of comrades provoked a different
conversation, one that encouraged
anti-sexists to “march away from
the polls.” We distributed hundreds
of CHALLENGEs and close to 1,000
fliers, calling out the entire capitalist
system and to the need to completely overthrow it. A comrade got on the
bullhorn and gave a revolutionary
speech calling out the threat liberals
pose to women because they offer
them the same future that conservatives do: lower wages, sexual violence, and poor access to resources.
Workers were very receptive to
our message, taking CHALLENGE
and giving their contact information. This was a good indicator that
people are looking for other alternatives, not just ballot boxes and “feelgood” slogans.

Phony solutions to a
deadly problem
The recent anti-sexist movements in Hollywood and corporate
U.S. have inspired many to speak
out and take action against sexist

Continued on page 3

Many signs pointed to voting
and the 2018 election as the next
step in the anti-sexist upsurge. Our
leaflet with the headline “It’s not
just Trump, It’s Capitalism” was met
with an enthusiastic reception from
many, and a handful of PL’ers were
even able to turn that slogan into a
chant that was taken up by marchers
nearby as we made our way through
midtown Manhattan.
As the march turned the corner
from 59 Street to Sixth Avenue and
passed the Trump International
Hotel, liberal chants, “No hate, no
fear, refugees are welcome here” resounded; our slogan “stop racist deportations, working people have no
nation” did not strike as much of a
chord with the mainly white middleclass elements that formed the bulk
of the participants. Anger is high but
consciousness is relatively low.
In other portions of the demonstration where more Black, Latin, and
Asian and youth formed the body of
the crowd, when the crowd chanted
“Hey hey, ho ho, Donald Trump has
got to go,” we chanted “Capitalism
has got to go” and people switched
and joined us.
As we chanted, people grabbed
up leaflets and challenges from
us. Hundreds of papers and over

Liberalism: the main
danger

Capitalists and their media don’t
care for women workers. The bosses
see women workers as instruments
of production of future workers, or
as objects. The capitalist media empires rake in staggering profits from
sexist marketing and pornography,
while their friends in the informal
capitalist economy traffic women
into slavery.
Women and girls comprise the
majority of refugees forced across
racist capitalist borders from Central
America to East and Central Africa,
and the Middle East to the Bay of
Bengal. Tens of million of our working class sisters are herded into refugee camps and subject to extreme
poverty, abuse, exploitation and trafficking by the forces of imperialism
that remain the same from Obama
to Trump.
We cannot cheer the fact that
record breaking numbers of women
ran for public office under Democratic banners in 2017, a trend looking to continue into 2018. Supplying
racist and sexist U.S. capitalism with
more women and nonwhite politicians to front for rising war and fascism is the core mission of the Democratic Party.

Advances against
sexism
The women’s movement in the
U.S. struggled for seventy years be-
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OUR FIGHT
PProgressive Labor Party (PLP) fights to
destroy capitalism and the dictatorship of the
capitalist class. We organize workers, soldiers
and youth into a revolutionary movement for
communism.
PThe dictatorship of the working class —
communism—can provide a lasting solution to
the disaster that is today’s world for billions of
people. This cannot be done through electoral
politics, but requires a revolutionary movement
and a mass Red Army led by PLP.

Editorial

U.S. & China prepare for
new Korean War?

PWorldwide capitalism, in its relentless drive
for profit, inevitably leads to war, fascism,
poverty, disease, starvation and environmental
destruction. The capitalist class, through its
state power — governments, armies, police,
schools and culture — maintains a dictatorship over the world’s workers. The capitalist
dictatorship supports, and is supported by, the
anti-working-class ideologies of racism, sexism,
nationalism, individualism and religion.

On February 9, when North and South Korea
march side by side at the opening ceremony of the
Winter Olympics, the two countries’ symbolic unity
will signify the erosion of U.S. imperialist dominance
on the Korean Peninsula. The capitalist rulers of the
U.S. are increasingly desperate to hold onto their deteriorating global top-dog status, a crisis complicated
by an unreliable President Donald Trump and the
bosses’ own disarray. With China growing in economic and military might, longtime U.S. allies like South
Korea and Japan are now hedging their bets and looking to fend for themselves.

PWhile the bosses and their mouthpieces
claim “communism is dead,” capitalism is the
real failure for billions worldwide. Capitalism
returned to Russia and China because socialism
retained many aspects of the profit system, like
wages and privileges. Russia and China did not
establish communism.

As the U.S. bosses debate how best to prepare for
the next Korean War, the Progressive Labor Party and
the international working class must organize to bury
these war-makers once and for all.

All events point to war

PCommunism means working collectively
to build a worker-run society. We will abolish work for wages, money and profits. While
capitalism needs unemployment,
communism needs everyone to contribute and
share in society’s benefits and burdens.

As the United States and China beat the drums of
war and prepare for an inevitable global conflict, the
680-mile-long Korean Peninsula may be at the center
of it. A historic buffer and invasion route in East Asia,
the peninsula lies at the intersection of imperialist interests for the U.S., China, Russia, and regional power
Japan.

PCommunism means abolishing racism and
the concept of “race.” Capitalism uses racism to
super-exploit Black, Latin, Asian and indigenous workers, and to divide the entire working
class.

War Secretary James Mattis has announced that
U.S. war strategy will be shifting its primary focus
from “counter-terrorism” to “great power competition” with China and Russia. In his rollout of Trump’s
National Defense Strategy, he said, “‘[O]ur competitive edge has eroded in every domain of warfare—air,
land, sea, space and cyberspace—and it is continuing
to erode’” (Bloomberg, 1/19). While the U.S. rulers are
soberly admitting their decline as the dominant world
power, they won’t accept second-tier status without a
fight. At the moment, all events point to war:

PCommunism means abolishing the special
oppression of women— sexism—and divisive
gender roles created by the class society.
PCommunism means abolishing nations and
nationalism. One international working class,
one world, one Party.
PCommunism means that the minds of millions of workers must become free from religion’s false promises, unscientific thinking and
poisonous ideology. Communism will triumph
when the masses of workers can use the science
of dialectical materialism to understand, analyze and change the world to meet their needs
and aspirations.

• More than 1,000 reserve U.S. soldiers will rehearse quick-reaction mobilizations and air-assault exercises in February. The U.S. is also sending Special Operations forces to South Korea and
deploying additional bombers, including B-2s,
to Guam. Gen. Tony Thomas, commander of the
Special Operations Command based in Tampa,
Florida, said troops now occupying Iraq and Syria “might have to shift to the Korea theater from
the Middle East in May or June, if tensions escalate on the peninsula” (New York Times, 1/14).
Meanwhile, plans to modernize and maintain
“the U.S. nuclear arsenal over the next 30 years
will cost more than $1.2 trillion” (NYT, 1/13).

PCommunism means the Party leads every
aspect of society. For this to work, millions of
workers — eventually everyone — must become
communist organizers. Join Us!

CONTACT US

• China is ramping up security along its border
with North Korea, deploying more soldiers and
radiation detectors. “China must be ready for
a war on the Korean peninsula, with the risk of
conflict higher than ever before, Chinese government advisers and a retired senior military
officer warned on Saturday. ‘Conditions on the
peninsula now make for the biggest risk of a war
in decades,’ said Renmin University international relations professor Shi Yinhong, who also advises the State Council, China’s cabinet” (South
China Morning Post, 12/18/17).
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• Japan, in concert with the U.S., is making plans
for the evacuation of 60,000 Japanese citizens
and 200,000 U.S. nationals in South Korea in the
event of a crisis (The Daily Yomiuri, 1/16).

CHALLENGE is for the working class, produced by the working class. The fact that CHALLENGE/PLP articles are not signed grows from
PLP’s criticism of the cult of the individual in the
former socialist Soviet Union and China. We do
not want to encourage the possibility of building
up a “following” around any particular individual.

• Trump’s version of the Nuclear Posture Review,
begun under then-Imperialist-in-Chief Barack
Obama, expands the range of pretexts for a future nuclear attack. This normalization of nuclear warfare, including responses to cyber-attacks, exposes the bosses’ utter disregard for the
world’s working class. A single modern nuclear
warhead, far more lethal than the atomic bombs
the U.S. dropped on civilian populations in Japan in 1945, could murder millions and damage
the working class for generations. The U.S. is the
first imperialist to develop nuclear weapons and
the only imperialist to have used them in war.

While an article may be written by one person, the final version is based on collective discussion and criticism. Many times this collective
discussion even precedes an individual’s writing
of an article.
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Ready or not
As the top think tank for U.S. finance capital has
warned, any U.S. nuclear attack on North Korea will
ignite “a full-blown war on the Korean Peninsula that
would endanger millions of lives and ultimately diminish U.S. power and influence in the Asia-Pacific”
(Foreign Affairs, 1/9). The bosses’ long-range thinkers
recognize that a new war with North Korea “would
likely be more devastating than any conflict the United States has experienced since World War II, if ever.”
Yet given the peninsula’s strategic importance, the
U.S. rulers may have no choice.
As of today, the bosses are unprepared to win
such a war. It would require a U.S. patriotic revival
and a military draft to generate masses of committed
ground troops. The capitalists’ internal instability and
the deep divisions among ruling-class factions (see
page 7) limits their maneuverability. Moreover, as Foreign Affairs warns, even a “limited” nuclear first strike
would entail huge political risks for the U.S.:
If Washington initiates a conflict and Pyongyang escalates, Seoul and Tokyo may consider
significantly curtailing (or even ending) their
alliances with the United States, ejecting U.S.
armed forces from their territory, and developing their own nuclear weapons. This would
effectively end U.S. geopolitical dominance in
the Asia-Pacific, creating a region riven with
division and instability, with diminished U.S.
power and influence and China poised to fill
the void (1/9).

Buying more time
In the January/Februrary issue of Foreign Affairs,
Oriana Skylar Mastro points out that neither the U.S.
nor China is ready for “a full-blown war” against the
other. In the event that hostilities were to break out
on the peninsula, she speculates on the possibility of
a short-term, shared occupation of North Korea, with
the U.S. ceding control over nuclear missile sites within 60 miles of the Chinese border. Mastro underlines
how much the Chinese military has evolved over the
last 20 years, thanks to modernization and structural
reform: “Washington must recognize that China will
intervene extensively and military…Beijing would…
ensure its interest [was] taken into account during
and after the war.”
For the U.S. ruling class, the Korean Peninsula is
only one significant area of interest out of many. As
Foreign Affairs points out, “More than anything, U.S.
policymakers must shift their mindset to view China’s involvement as an opportunity instead of a constraint…With North Korea out of the way, the United
States would have more resources at its disposal to
address other threats”—involving Middle East oil, for
example.
But given the dog-eat-dog nature of imperialism,
in which competition is primary, any temporary cooperation with China would be a delaying tactic, at
best. At the end, it would only pave the way for larger
wars.

World War is looming
A lack of nationalist unity and fervor in the working class is the biggest obstacle to the U.S. bosses’ war
plans. We cannot predict the timing or scope of the
next war in the Korean Peninsula. But it is clear that
world war with China is looming. The bosses’ open
debate on “best practices” for war reveals their blatant
disregard for working-class lives. Workers must refuse
to sacrifice ourselves for wars for profit.
The working class remains a wild card, a factor
none of the imperialists are adequately taking into
account. World Wars I and II birthed revolutions in
Russia and China, respectively. Against this period of
weak class struggle, we must build an international,
communist mass movement and a Progressive Labor
Party capable of seizing state power when the time
comes. Today we warn of coming war and fascism; tomorrow we turn the guns around!J
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Student solidarity vs. raids advances fight for internationalism
BROOKLYN, January 12—As mass struggle
against Trump’s racist and fascist words and policies grows, learning to go beyond the limits the ruling class and its minions would like to contain, is
the number one job for all workers and students
who want to defeat racism and fascism once and
for all.
Progressive Labor Party (PLP) is proud to have
played a role in a small but potent action launched
in response to Trump’s latest anti-immigrant attack: the mass deportation of Latin and Haitian
workers as well as raids on 7-Eleven (chain of convenience shops) stores aimed at terrorizing undocumented workers across the country.

Phony sanctuary in schools
Meanwhile the City’s schools chancellor Carmen Fariña has issued toothless guidelines pretending to make schools a “sanctuary” for undocumented students. Her proclamation is that
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
agents may not enter a school without visiting the
principal’s office first. Pervasive racist, anti-student, CYA (“cover-your-ass”) and “me-first” ideology shapes decision-making in the schools. Few
principals will offer resistance in such a circumstance.
Students and teachers worked to take the fight
further in a busy week last month at a Queens high
school. Over a thousand signatures were added to
an online petition urging ICE to cease deportation
proceedings against the parent of a member of our
student body. After over a thousand signatures had

been added then the school administration took
up a petition urging the student body to add more.
Then Nazi Trump made his infamous remark calling black nations “shithole countries.” Righteous
working-class anger was in the air.
Liberal school misleaders are quick to push
empty talk while undermining militant action.
But when a call was made for a demonstration,
this same administration was quick to throw cold
water on the event, as vague threats of “consequences” for students who decide to demonstrate
were spread across social media and group chats.
In defiance to this intimidation campaign, several
students showed up at a nearby 7-Eleven for a solidarity visit that turned into a vigorous picket line.

Young women lead picket
A multiracial group of a 6 high school students,
almost all young women (and led by these young
women) were joined by a group of teachers. Fighters from a local church, immigrants rights group,
faculty from a nearby college and active retirees
from a local trade union also joined the rally.
In total, there were 24 people at its height,
which may be small, but “we weren’t all”! Especially
considering the last minute nature of the demonstration.
We formed a picket circle in front of the 7-Eleven and chanted loudly. Many passersby stopped
to watch, raise their fists, and cheer us on. Some
chanted with us.
One chant was “Stop racist deportations! Work-

Chicago Women’s March
Continued from page 1
oppression, violence, and inequality. But if the end result is just to get
someone like Oprah Winfrey to run
for president, the first Black woman billionaire—who made money
off of an unequal and sexist media
industry to begin with— then the
efforts of many courageous antisexists will be largely wasted. Rich
women, Black or otherwise, are no
friends of working-class women
and men.
To advance a truly anti-sexist
mass movement, we need to go
beyond liberalism, feminism, and
identity politics as usual. Pushing
for more women executives and
politicians won’t liberate women. We need to stand shoulder to
shoulder in struggle with billions
of workers from all over the world
to understand capitalism’s role in
spreading sexism, and build for
communist revolution as the true
source of justice and liberation for
our class.

Capitalism = Sexism
The basis for sexism is class
society. Although sexist inequality preceded capitalism by many
centuries, it is the global capitalist
economic and political system that
is responsible for breeding the sexist divisions and wholesale violence
against women that we see today.
In the U.S. alone, we see that sexist
wage differentials against women
persist, with Latin women receiving 58 cents on the dollar for white
men performing the same work,
with Black women at 65 cents for
every dollar, and white women at
82 cents for every dollar (Pew Research 7/1/16).

In order to continue paying
women less, the capitalist bosses
need to constantly push all kinds of
sexist ideology and attacks. Women
are objectified and degraded in advertisements and “entertainment”
media, preteen girls are kidnapped
and sold into sex slavery, and people of non-conforming gender
identities are vilified and murdered
at obscene rates. Women and men
are taught to consider each other as
rivals and inherently different, with
millions of men buying into the
false and destructive lie that sexist
social relations are for their benefit.
All these toxic dehumanizing divisions and more effectively prop up
the capitalist system by weakening
workers’ collective efforts to unite
and fight back.

Communist revolution
will crush sexism
For generations, communists
and countless working-class leaders using history, theory, and practice have known that none of these
sexist divisions are “natural” or “inevitable.” Far beyond just fighting
for economic justice, these revolutionaries understood that the most
direct and permanent path to political and social equality for all working people has been women and
men rejecting sexist divisions and
organizing against their common
exploiters in the fight for a classless
society of communism.

ing people have no nation!” Another was “Donald
Trump, you can’t hide! We charge you with genocide!”
And yet another popular one was a call and response that had a really great cadence to it: “Deportations mean? WE GOT TO FIGHT BACK! Sexism means? WE GOT TO FIGHT BACK! Imperialist
wars mean? WE GOT TO FIGHT BACK!”
High school students came up with their own
chant: “Deportations hurt relations!”

Gesture of solidarity
Workers inside the 7-Eleven received us warmly.
While they were not able to come out and join our
picket line, as we wrapped up the workers inside
offered the student internationalists free sodas, a
meaningful gesture of appreciation and solidarity.
Everyone left the rally emboldened and determined to organize more of their friends next
time. For many it was their first demonstration. It
was moving to see militant young women who are
Black, Latin and South Asian taking the lead, with
support from veteran working-class fighters from
the churches, colleges, retiree groups and community groups, all marching, picketing and chanting
side by side.
Communist ideas, in the hands of the masses,
can become a material force breaking down the
divisions the ruling class seeks to impose on our
class, whether they be borders between nations or
lines that usually separate younger and older activists. We have a world to win!J

NYC Women’s March
Continued from page 1
fore the ruling class granted women
the right to vote in 1920.
In the Soviet Union women
won this right three weeks after the
seizure of power in 1917. In thenrevolutionary China, communists
banished foot-binding forever. Prostitution was abolished in Cuba after
the 1959 revolution.
The list of massive advances for
women goes on. Even the women’s
strike of March 2017 took place on
International Women’s Day, a communist-inspired holiday.
As capitalism has returned to
Russia and China, sex trafficking
and oppression of women have returned. Women have paid perhaps
the highest price for the reversal of
communist revolutions.

Feminism will not
defeat sexism
Learning from the errors of the
old movement and rebuilding the
movement for communism is priority number one for the Progressive
Labor Party.
Feminism aims to bring about a
capitalism that “works” for women,
too. It relies on the fatal strategy of
“all-class unity:” erasing the difference between the experiences and

interests of working class women
and ruling class women.
The special oppression of Black
women is a matter of cardinal importance, and the heightened dangers of capitalism across the board
for Black women, from adverse
health outcomes to racist police
murder, cry out for abolition of this
entire social order, not the minor
rearrangements of oppressive relations that feminism entails.
Feminism, in tagging men as the
source of sexism and not capitalism,
serves to further divide the working
class. In demanding “equality” within a system built on exploitation and
war, feminism leaves us advocating
for arch-imperialist demands such
as putting women in combat in imperialist wars.

Oppurtunity for
fightback
The #MeToo struggle is an opportunity for communists to raise
anti-sexist fightback at their place of
work, and dig deep with their friends
about the roots of sexism. Until the
international working class—multiracial, multi-gender, multigenerational—abolishes capitalism, no
one is liberated. Build a communist
movement with Progressive Labor
Party.J

PLP fights to carry on this revolutionary communist tradition. We
are organizing women and men
workers into a mass international
movement and a Red Army to destroy sexism, racism, and inequality
at their root: the capitalist system.
Don’t vote, revolt! Join PLP!J
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No pay, more layoffs

Oaxaca Healthcare workers strike

OAXACA, MEXICO, January 23— Striking
doctors and nurses put locks and chains on the entrances to the Aurelio Valdivieso general hospital in
Oaxaca city. In the last couple of days, thousands of
workers of the Health Department demonstrated
in a mass march to protest the direct attack against
our job stability. The government intends to eliminate more than 2,200 regular jobs in Oaxaca and
eventually many more in the whole country.
The strike began last week throughout the state
in hospitals and health centers by workers who
have yet to be paid this month (Mexico News Daily,
1/24).
Juan Diaz Pimentel, secretary of health and
state, is using the excuse that there are more than
1,000 “temporary” workers and the staff is “full.”
He has made threats of layoffs and has kept the biweekly pay corresponding to the first two weeks of
January of more than 4,000 workers.

Mass cutbacks head
The capitalist system and its bosses are preparing the path for privatization of health services
that undoubtedly will bring more misery, illness
and death to the working class. For those of us that
work in the healthcare field, privatization will bring
huge instability at our work places.
All of us workers need to realize that this putrid
system called capitalism will continue its mission
to make more profits from healthcare. This is why
the working class must organize to face this attack
from the capitalist state and understand that one
mass march is not enough.
We need to create organizational strategies to
fight against the capitalist system, but also to build
class consciousness. To achieve this, we need to establish the base of a Party led by the working class,

a party that fights for the interests of the working
class—Progressive Labor Party.

Fascist ”homeland security” law
Let’s take advantage of this critical moment and
understand that the state will continue its attacks.
If needed, it will use the brutal force of the army. It
is no coincidence that the army was given the freedom to act under the slogan to protect “homeland
security” (see next issue). The oppressing state is

allowed to act to violently subdue any outbreak of
dissent. However, in history we’ve seen there is no
power that can stop angered workers. That is why
we need to understand that there is no other solution besides building a party with Marxist-Leninist
ideas that leads workers.
The Progressive Labor Party aims to build a
communist party to destory the capitalist system,
which is the cause of death and misery in the working class.J

In face of racist intimidation, students fight to learn
BROOKLYN, January 21—With the mounting attacks on Black and Latin working class students in NYC public schools, there’s no telling what
will be the spark for students to fight back. For our
school, one spark (out of the many over the years)
was the removal of a special class. Student protests
are inspiring and a great start on the long road to
revolution.
Progressive Labor Party fights (PLP) for a communist society from each according to their commitment, to each according to their need, because
that is the only way to truly get the schools that our
children deserve.

Constant attacks
Working class public schools throughout the
country, majority Black, Latin, and immigrant, are
under attack from budget cuts. Many schools are
forced into overcrowding to gain more funding
while secretive admissions processes help maintain racist school segregation, which is growing
more severe every day. The partnership between
the Department of Education and the NYPD criminalizes our students and helps perpetuate the
school to prison pipeline. Metal detectors further
criminalize and traumatize our students.

A spark at our school
A very popular special class offering was taken
away over a technicality by the liberal, tone-deaf
school administration. These hypocritical school
bosses say students have a voice, yet over and over
again they shut the students’ voices down. Students see through the bosses’ politricks and continue to struggle for the school that they deserve.
Students were immediately upset when they
heard that this class would be taken away. Furthering the students’ anger was a right-wing administrative henchman who lied and said that students
weren’t bothered by the class cancelation.

A single spark can start a
prairie fire.
— Mao Zedong
Students quickly planned a protest. They left
their classes, knocked on the doors of other classes to gather other students, mostly seniors, and
chanted down the hallway to the assistant principal’s office before returning to class. The air was
electric, and students were already planning their
next action.

Students put antiracist
solidarity before self
The next day, word spread that the racist henchman was pulling students individually to identify a
leader and tamp down fightback. The administration interrogated one senior student for over an
hour through his lunch period. She tried to silence
him by appealing to Black nationalism, but he did
not falter.
Later that day, that student leader was asked
to join a meeting with the assistant principal (AP)
to discuss his concerns. Word quickly spread, and
seniors planned a sit-in outside the AP’s office in
solidarity with that student being questioned. As
the student walked down the hall to the AP’s office,
he was greeted with “We’ve got your back, bro” and
“You’re never alone.”
Almost the entire senior class held an hour-long
sit-in outside. These seniors knew leaving class put
them in danger to not finish projects they needed
to graduate, but they also knew that solidarity was
more important. The courage and compassion
were palpable.
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Another student was meeting with the student
leader, and was convinced by the AP to go outside
and tell the seniors sitting in to disperse. The seniors knew better, and continued their sit-in. The
henchman and another bosses’ lackey tried to stop
the protest with taunts and insults of “being stupid.”
The students didn’t falter, despite the bosses’
tricks. This student-led protest brought excitement
and optimism throughout the entire school and
gave others courage to stand up as well. Students
who were not part of the protest asked how they
could become involved, and the seniors regrouped
to figure out their next plan of action.

Students can think &
lead for themselves
Many lessons are being learned through this
struggle. Students realized that planning and organization are important, as students who were
unclear with the messaging were not as disciplined
in their protest.
One school worker, a bosses’ lackey who only
sometimes questions administration’s actions,
blamed antiracist teachers for the protest. We will
fight to win her to the anti-racist idea that Black
and Latin kids are politically conscious enough to
speak up against injustice and organize on their
own.
Students aren’t brainwashed into action. The
bosses’ system is full of bad ideas, and we as communists must win ourselves and our co-workers
away from anti-worker sentiment.
We applaud these students, and are excited to
see the next stage of their fightback. This small resistance is a good start, and we are inspired by their
boldness. Making revolution means going beyond
what the bosses want, and we as communists must
try to find struggles and push their limits.J
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Racism in the White House: business as usual
Klansman-in-Chief Donald Trump’s latest racist rant, his characterization of Haiti, El Salvador,
and most or all of Africa as “shithole countries,”
has been treated by the capitalist bosses’ media
as an extraordinary event—“the lowest ebb of a
presidency defined by a series of low ebbs and
defining of the presidency downward” (cnn.com,
1/12). Former CIA Director and torture defender
John Brennan tweeted that “Lady Liberty, our
founding fathers, and generations of right-thinking Americans are all weeping tonight.” Former
Haitian President Laurent Lamothe declared that
the world had witnessed “a new low today….never seen before in the recent history of the U.S. by
any President!”
In reality, history—recent and otherwise—
tells a different story. The United States was
born out of the genocide of native populations.
Its wealth was created through the mass murder
and enslavement of Black people from Africa. Its
rulers have thrived from super-profits generated
by imperialism and racism in the U.S. and around
the world. Without racism, capitalism couldn’t effectively exploit, oppress, and divide the working
class. Without racism, capitalism could not survive.
As CEO of the capitalist ruling class, the U.S.
president both implements and rallies support
for the bosses’ racist policies—it’s part of the job
description. Trump is crude, vile, cartoonishly
ignorant, and exceptionally transparent in his
spewing of racist ideas. But the content of that
ideology isn’t exceptional at all; it’s strictly business as usual. From the Founding Fathers through
Barack Obama, every U.S. president has shared
Trump’s ruling-class loyalties and his commitment to racism as the bosses’ essential weapon.
Here are some examples, in their own words:
George Washington (U.S. president from
1789-1797): Indians and wolves are both beasts of
prey, tho’ they differ in shape.
One of eight presidents to hold slaves while
serving in the Oval Office, Washington owned 300
human beings at his plantation in Mount Vernon,
Virginia. He promoted the U.S. rulers’ rationale
for the genocide of the indigenous, and in particular for extermination of the Iroquois, paving
the way for the early expansion of U.S. empire.
Thomas Jefferson (1801-1809): [I]n memory they are equal to the whites; in reason much
inferior…and that in imagination they are dull,
tasteless, and anomalous….I advance it therefore
as a suspicion only, that the blacks, whether originally a distinct race, or made distinct by time and
circumstances, are inferior to the whites in the endowments both of body and mind (“Notes on the
State of Virginia,” 1785).
The author of the Declaration of Independence held more than 600 Black people captive
over his lifetime. DNA testing shows that he
raped the “mixed-race” adolescent Sally Hemings, who bore him six children (Atlanta Black
Star, 2/25/17).
Abraham Lincoln (1861-1865): There is a
natural disgust in the minds of nearly all white
people to the idea of indiscriminate amalgamation of the white and black races ... A separation
of the races is the only perfect preventive of amalgamation, but as an immediate separation is impossible, the next best thing is to keep them apart
where they are not already together (speech in
Springfield, Illinois, June 26, 1857).
Convinced that Black people could never
live on a basis of “equality with the white race,”
the Great Emancipator campaigned relentlessly
for the “colonization” of freed slaves to Central
America and the Caribbean. In December 1862,
the day before Lincoln signed the Emancipation
Proclamation, he met with a contractor to finalize
plans to move 5,000 “colonists” to an uninhabited
island off the cost of Haiti. After the first group of

settlers was decimated by smallpox, and the survivors revolted, Lincoln’s ethnic cleansing project
was abandoned (New York Times, 4/12/13).
Theodore Roosevelt (1901-1909): The
problem is … that the backward race [Black people] be trained so that it may enter into the possession of true freedom while the forward race [white
people] is enabled to preserve unharmed the high
civilization wrought out by its forefathers…. or to
confer the priceless boons of freedom, industrial
efficiency, political capacity, and domestic morality (speech to the New York City Republican Club,
February 13, 1905.)
Rivaling Trump’s gutter racism toward Muslims and Mexican workers, among others, this
“progressive” Republican also said: “I don’t go so
far as to think that the only good Indians are dead
Indians, but I believe nine out of ten are, and I
shouldn’t like to inquire too closely into the case
of the tenth” (smithsonianmag.com, 11/9/12).
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933-1945): Anyone who has traveled to the Far East knows that
the mingling of Asiatic blood with European or
American blood produces, in nine cases out of ten,
the most unfortunate results (Macon Daily Telegraph, 1925).
In 1942, this liberal icon ordered the imprisonment of more than 100,000 U.S. residents of
Japanese descent, most of them U.S. citizens,
into hellhole concentration camps. He appointed
Hugo Black, a former lawyer for the Ku Klux Klan,
to the U.S. Supreme Court. A notorious antiJewish racist, Roosevelt collaborated in Hitler’s
genocidal “Final Solution” by actively blocking
Jewish immigration from Germany and other Axis-dominated countries, and by refusing to bomb
the railway routes to Auschwitz and other death
camps.
Lyndon B. Johnson (1963-1969): These
Negroes, they’re getting pretty uppity these days
and that’s a problem for us since they’ve got something now they never had before, the political pull
to back up their uppityness. Now we’ve got to do
something about this, we’ve got to give them a little
something, just enough to quiet them down, not
enough to make a difference (Lyndon Johnson:
Master of the Senate, by Robert A. Caro).
Widely hailed for pushing through the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Johnson was famous for his
habitual use of the N-word and proudly voted
against an anti-lynching bill in 1948. According to
biographer Caro, he spent the late 1940s railing
against the “hordes of barbaric yellow dwarves”
in East Asia.
Bill Clinton (1993-2001): A few years ago,
this guy [Barack Obama] would have been getting us coffee (remark to Ted Kennedy in Game
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Change, 2008, by John Heileman and Mark Helpurin.)
Hillary Clinton: But we also have to have an
organized effort against gangs….They are often
the kinds of kids that are called superpredators—
no conscience, no empathy. We can talk about why
they ended up that way, but first, we have to bring
them to heel (1996 speech in New Hampshire).
This husband-and-wife team beat the drum
for the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, which directly led to the mass
incarceration of generations of Black and Latin
youth. They’re also responsible for the 1996 reform “to end welfare as we know it,” cataclysmic legislation that played to racist stereotypes,
shredded the federal safety net, and doubled extreme poverty in the U.S. over the following 15
years (thenation.com, 2/10/16).
Barack Obama (2009-2017): Too many fathers are M.I.A., too many fathers are AWOL, missing from too many lives and too many homes.
They have abandoned their responsibilities, acting
like boys instead of men. And the foundations of
our families are weaker because of it….You and
I know how true this is in the African-American
community (Father’s Day speech at the Apostolic
Church of God on Chicago’s South Side, New York
Times, 6/16/08.)
Michelle Obama: But today, more than 150
years after the Emancipation Proclamation, more
than 50 years after the end of “separate but equal,”
when it comes to getting an education, too many of
our young people just can’t be bothered. Today, instead of walking miles every day to school, they’re
sitting on couches for hours playing video games,
watching TV. Instead of dreaming to be a teacher
or a lawyer or a business leader, they’re fantasizing
about being a baller or a rapper (commencement
address at Bowie State University, a predominantly Black college in Maryland, 5/17/13).
As the first Black U.S. president, Barack Obama was especially useful to the bosses for running their old con game of blaming the victims of
capitalism and racism. Even as Obama lectured
Black workers to stop making “excuses” for their
problems, he was bailing out the big banks while
ignoring and devastating Black homeowners in
the housing foreclosure crisis. Michelle Obama’s
denigration of Black youth is especially despicable in an era when public schools are more segregated than they were in the late 1960s, with racist inequalities in resources growing larger by the
year.
There’s a word for the Obamas’ scapegoating.
It’s the same term the bosses’ media now widely
applies to Trump, whose crime—in the rulers’
eyes—is to be too obvious about what their system is really about. The word is racist. And Trump
is far from the first U.S. president to fit the description—and he won’t be the last.J
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LETTERS

We encourage all CHALLENGE readers to send in letters and articles
about their experiences fighting the bosses worldwide.
Since then, there have been many steps forward
and some steps backwards. A disagreement arose in
the organization about attending the MLK parade at
all. Initially, they planned on walking with a banner.
After some struggle about being too complicit with
the air of political pacifism the parade has had for so
many years, the group decided not to participate at all.
Then, some put forward the idea of having a political march within the parade, with signs and chants.
About 200 or so people marched, armed with these
ideas. Not everyone in the group attended.
This goes to show that a struggle, no matter how
small or how long, has the potential to be intensified
towards its most progressive elements. A struggle takes
time and you can take steps backwards at times. Any
time we can ratchet up, and sustain, a fight outside of
the boundaries and rules that the bosses are comfortable with, we are progressing.
We must continue with the work because that is
the only way we can advance towards a world without
racism and capitalism, a communist world. And we
must win.

Los Angeles: the struggle to
march at MLK parade
Every year around January 15 in Los Angeles,
there is a parade in South Central in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. With many political weaknesses,
King at the very least did believe in open confrontation
with the government and police. Despite this legacy of
fightback, the powers that be have depoliticized the parade. Bands and step squads perform, politicians wave
from luxury vehicles, and people give away beads and
candy to spectators.
This year was different. There was a glimpse of
antiracism.
A coalition of different groups throughout the city
decided that it was about time to stop treating MLK
day as just another holiday without acknowledging
the continued fight against racism and its manifestations today. Some unions, anti-racist groups, and student coalitions banded together in one section of the
parade with signs that addressed racism, poverty and
police terror. They chanted antiracist slogans through
the length of the parade route.
The Progressive Labor Party has been pushing for
more left politics within these groups for a number of
years. The group was created as a result of a PL’er demanding that a union take an official stand against racist police terror. The organization organized forums of
hundreds of Black and Latin youth who discussed the
racism in their schools and community. When the idea
to organize fightback was raised, the campaign to end
random search in schools was born.

HHHHH

Hypertension: a matter of
racism and capitalism
Recently, the two major heart associations in the
U.S., the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology, and nine other societies
have released new guidelines on the management of
high blood pressure.

where one lives, are the major drivers of cardiovascular
risk seen in people who do not have access to a healthy
diet. People who live in what is called a “food desert”
are disproportionately working class and Black. The
problems are not just poor access to healthy food due
to availability and cost, but the stresses of unemployment, racism, poor housing and healthcare. All are
results of a capitalist society where the unhealthiest
foods are the least expensive and the most profitable
(Alternet, 8/21/13).
The DASH Diet (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) replete with fresh fruits and vegetables and
low salt meals is much more expensive than the junk
food with which we are bombarded. Junk food is loaded with salt so that we consume more than we need.
Food portions at fast-food joints are much larger than
we need. This is deliberate on the part of the purveyors
of fast food. Junk food includes food that is packaged
in plastic bags such as potato chips, pretzels, etc. Even
when the package says, “No added salt.” it does not
mean there is no salt. Processed foods are also bad for
our health, especially processed meats (NYT, 1/2).
Eating healthy is something that can be done with
our working-class sisters and brothers. It is a way of
showing that we care about our comrades and coworkers. It should be presented in terms of staying
healthy so that we can focus on revolutionary activity
and taking care of our friends and family. It is political.
It will help build the Party as it focusses on the fact that
capitalism is bad for our health.
HHHHH

The management of hypertension is important to
workers and revolutionaries, as it
is one of the main causes of disability and death, not just in the
U.S. but also around the world. It
is not possible to be effective in
building the Party and fighting
for communism if one is seriously ill from one of the consequences of hypertension including peripheral vascular disease, kidney
failure, stroke, heart failure, and
heart attack.
Hypertension is a disease of
racism, capitalism, poverty, and
stress. It is not common in indigenous societies that have been
isolated from the psychological
and socio-economic stresses of
class society.
Income and capacity to afford healthy food, including

New book: Leon Trotsky’s Collaboration with Germany & Japan
The latest book on Leon Trotsky’s
collaboration with fascists.

It’s $25, plus $5 for shipping and handling. Send your order and a
check to Challenge Periodicals, PO Box 808, Brooklyn NY 11202.
desafio.challenge@gmail.com 					

At the Moscow Trials of 1937 and 1938, some
of Leon Trotsky’s followers accused Trotsky of secretly conspiring with Nazi Germany and fascist
Japan.
Since Nikita Khrushchev’s “Secret Speech” of
1956 attacking Stalin, these charges have been routinely dismissed as false by Soviet, Russian, and
Western historians. But we know now that Khrushchev was lying!
Grover Furr asks the question: What is the evidence that Trotsky conspired with the Germans and
Japanese? How should this evidence be analyzed
and interpreted? In this book, Furr conducts an
objective study of the evidence. He concludes that
Trotsky did indeed collaborate with the Germans
and Japanese.
The proof that Trotsky was guilty of collaboration with the Nazis and Japanese dramatically
changes our understanding of Soviet history of the
1930s and of Joseph Stalin’s role.
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Tax bill, a setback for ruling class’s war plans
The newly enacted tax bill will add, by the most
conservative estimate, 1.5 trillion dollars to the
U.S. deficit. This was a huge setback for the ruling
class. Many of their own politicians put their personal financial and political interest to staying in
office ahead of the needs of the main wing bosses
to prepare for war.
The politicians lack of discipline is a forewarning of more fascist measures on the horizon. The
main wing ruling class response will try to force individual bosses, politicians, and the working class
to fall in line on their march towards war.

Tax bill & infighting
In a blatant attempt to buy votes in the 2018
elections, the tax bill will give a small bump in takehome pay to a large section of the working class.
The meat of the bill however is a massive reduction
in the corporate tax rate from 35 percent to 21 percent. Unlike the personal tax cuts which will expire
in 2025, the corporate cuts are permanent. The bill
depended on the votes of main wing Republicans
like Susan Collins, Lisa Murkowski and Mitch McConnell serving their personal interests in doing
so.
The Tea Party domestic capitalists have shown
little to no interest in keeping the U.S. top dog in
the world. Their goal in supporting the tax bill is to
set the stage for massive cuts to social welfare programs, making this bill a large-scale attack on the
working class.
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan has already
announced that the GOP plans to cut federal health care and anti-poverty programs
because of a deficit that his party is about
to balloon. “We’re going to have to get back
next year at entitlement reform,” he said on

a talk-radio show, “which is how you tackle
the debt and the deficit (Atlantic 12/19/17).

China is building military capabilities to
deal with hostile air, surface, and subsurface operational environments in the ‘far
seas,’ … the operations expand the focus beyond the two island chains off China’s eastern and southern coasts.

This is a volatile situation. The liberal bosses
fear those cuts will increase the political problems
for the ruling class in trying to win people to go
along with a large-scale war and draft. The infighting will likely lead to the development of fascism in
the U.S., most probably under the leadership of the
liberals who are desperate to keep up with growing
Chinese imperialism.

Given its enhanced strategic lift capability, strengthened employment of special
operations forces, increasing capabilities
of surface vessels and aircraft, and more
frequent and sophisticated experience operating abroad, China may also be more
inclined to use force to protect its core
interests”(Nationalinterest.org 11/7/2016).

War looms
As the U.S. bosses have ceded ground to Russia
in the Middle-East and China in Asia, war looms as
the only path for the desperate U.S. bosses to try
to regain their world dominance. War demands the
U.S. beef up its military to stay ahead of the Chinese and be able to fight a multi-front war as well
as repair the U.S.’s crumbling infrastructure.
Neither of these can happen without huge
amounts of money being taken from the working
class. The disarray evident in the fight over the tax
bill will make that more difficult for the main wing
bosses creating a very volatile situation within the
U.S. ruling class.

Military might of China
The Chinese have significantly trailed the U.S.
from a military stand point. That is changing pretty
rapidly. Beside the construction of several new bases on man-made islands in the South China Sea,
the Chinese imperialists are investing heavily in a
military that can greatly expand its sphere of operations.
The late draft of the annual report by the
US-China Economic and Security Review
Commission contains a chapter on Beijing’s
power projection development…

Failing U.S. infrastructure
A problem even bigger than the challenge
posed by China’s military growth is the rapidly deteriorating infrastructure within the U.S. The bosses are trillions of dollars short in repairing the basic
systems that keep the country functioning. Expansion of infrastructure to serve a major war would
necessitate new roads, rail, bridges, ports, airports
and the infrastructure necessary to facilitate a
draft. That means trillions of more dollars that the
bosses will need.
The working class has no champions among
any of the bosses. We must build a communist
movement to fight our way out of this mess on our
own. The domestic oriented Tea Party bosses seek
to starve us. Democratic Party led fascism, with a
diverse face is an equally bad and more powerful
threat to the working class. Liberal led world war
is on the horizon as the bosses prepare by building a mass movement to try to discipline the rogue
bosses and politicians and lead the attacks on the
working class across the globe.J

N RED EYE ON THE NEWS . . .
Below are excerpts from mainstream
newspapers that may be of use for our
readers. Abbreviations: NYT=New York
Times, GW=Guardian Weekly,
LAT=Los Angeles Times

Obama (and Trump) crucial to massive
Saudi slaughter of Yemenis

New Yorker, 1/22/18 — Yemen’s…conflict began in early 2015 [when]…a Saudi-led coalition
began bombing them….The Saudi coalition…is
supported by the United States…
…Saudi’s coalition air strikes have hit large civilian gatherings….
…[At the capital city’s mayor’s funeral]….some
3,000 people had crowded into the hall….
…A coalition jet…. [with] a bomb zigzagged
toward them….More than 140 mourners were
killed and 500 were wounded….The bomb…was
produced by Raytheon, the third-largest “defense”
company in the United States….
Since the war began, at least 10,000 Yemeni
civilians have been killed, though the number is
potentially much higher….Some 3,000,000 people
have been displaced, and hundreds of thousands
have left the country….Yemen [is] the Middle
East’s poorest state, relying on imports to feed the
population. Now, after effectively being blockaded
by the coalition for more than 2½ years, it faces
famine. More than a million people have cholera,
and thousands have died from the disease….The
World Health Organization [has] called…Yemen
the world’s largest humanitarian crisis.
The United States and Great Britain continued to support the coalition, mainly with weapons
sales and logistical help….Without foreign assistance, it would be very difficult for the Saudis to
wage war….
…Despite…evidence of heavy civilian casualties, the Obama Administration agreed to a giant
weapons sale totaling $1.29 billion….By the end
of Obama’s Presidency, the U.S. had offered more
than 115 billion dollars’ worth of arms to Saudi
Arabia, the largest amount under any President, in-

cluding warships, air defense systems and tanks….
…”No president since Franklin Roosevelt
courted Saudi Arabia as zealously as did Obama.”
Not only did Obama authorize more arms sales
than any other U.S. President; he visited Saudi
Arabia more frequently than any of his predecessors….
Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law, is also associated with the Saudis….Kushner negotiated the
new arms deal….He called…the chair of Lockheed
Martin and asked her to lower the price of a radar
system….
…Mohamed Abdullah, …a…sales supervisor
at a food-importing company….[said] “America is
the main sponsor of all that is happening to us….
The Gulf countries are merely tools in its hands.”

Trump follows U.S. rulers’
long history of racism

NYT, 1/15/18 — The president of the United
States is a racist….The United States has a long
and ugly history of excluding immigrants based on
‘race’ or national origin….
…Trump is not jus racist, ignorant, incompetent and undignified. He is also a liar….
…Haiti and some of these other countries’…
problems are often a direct result of policies and
actions of the United States and European nations:…kidnapping, and enslaving their citizens;
plundering their natural resources; propping up
their dictators and corrupt regimes; and holding
them financially hostage for generations….
…the United States pioneered racially based
exclusionary immigration policies in the late 18th
and 19th centuries….Theodore Roosevelt asserted
the bigoted…view that the Chinese should be kept
out of America because they were “racially inferior….”
…Finally there’s President Trump’s…bigoted
world-view….
…In the 1970s…he and his father were twice
sued…for refusing to rent apartments to black
people….In 1989…he took out a full-page newspaper ad calling for the execution of five black and
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Latino teenagers charged with…rape of a white
woman in Central Park. (The men were…later exonerated by DNA and other evidence, but Trump
never apologized, and continued to argue as late
as 2016 that the men were guilty….He built a presidential campaign by demonizing Mexicans and
Muslims while promoting the lie that America’s
first black president wasn’t born here….Last summer he defended marchers in a neo-Nazi parade as
“very fine people….”
…He ran a campaign explicitly rooted in bigotry, exclusion and white resentment….The Daily
Stormer, a neo-Nazi website, certainly saw it this
way. “This is encouraging and refreshing, as it indicates Trump is…on the same page as us with regards to race and immigration,” the site wrote….

Big Oil’s pollution permanently
contaminates earth

Common Dreams, Dec. 1917 — Scientists are
warning…that a coming plastics boom could lead
to a permanent state of pollution on the planet —
and denouncing the fossil fuel industry for driving
an increase in plastics production….
The American Chemical Council…has acknowledged that fossil fuel companies, including
Exxon and Shell Chemical have poured more than
$180 billion into the creation of plastics facilities…
expected to create a 40 percent rise in production
of the material over the next decade….”the same
companies that have helped create the climate
crisis,” said [the president of the Center for International Environmental Law (CEIL)….”There is a
deep and pervasive relationship between oil and
gas companies and plastics.”
…The CEIL’s recent study showed that the plastics industry has known its products were polluting
the world’s oceans since the 1970s and has spent
decades fighting regulations that aim to keep the
crisis from getting worse….
Another study by…the University of California…warned that excessive plastic production
could lead to “near permanent contamination” of
the earth since the material is not biodegradable.
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Bolshevik Revolution Centennial Series

Racism was illegal WHEN
communists ruled the ussr
thereupon seized him and ordered the motorman to stop the car. It was a citizen’s arrest, the first l had ever witnessed. “How dare
you, you scum, insult people who are the
guests of our country!”
What then occurred was an impromptu, onthe-spot meeting, where they debated what
to do with the man … It was decided to take
the culprit to the police station … there, they
hustled the drunk out of the car and insisted
that we Blacks, as the injured parties, come
along to make the charges.
At first we demurred, saying that the man
was obviously drunk and not responsible
for his remarks. “No, citizens,” said a young
man (who had done most of the talking),
“drunk or not, we don’t allow this sort of
thing in our country. You must come with
us to the militia (police) station and prefer
charges against this man.’
The poor drunk was hustled off and all the
passengers came along. The defendant had
sobered up somewhat by this time and began apologizing before we had even entered
the building. We got to the commandant of
the station.

1932 poster reads, “Workers from all countries and oppressed colonies raise the banner
of Lenin.”
This is part of an extensive series about the
Bolshevik Revolution and the triumphs, as well as
the defeats, of the world communist movement of
the 20th century. We welcome your comments and
criticisms, and encourage all readers to discuss this
period of history with their friends, classmates, coworkers, family, and comrades.
On January 25, 1990 the Philadelphia Inquirer
reported that the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations had concluded that “racial and ethnic intolerance seems to be firmly entrenched” in
Philadelphia.
“I can tell you,” said the Commission Chairman, “race relations are getting worse, not better.”
The Executive Director of the Commission commented that racism is a “systemic problem” in the
U.S. and that “what is happening locally today is
a reflection of what’s happening nationally. What
happens in Washington affects how people behave
in Philadelphia.”
This report may not be telling us anything we
don’t know, but it does bring up an idea many people believe: “Racism will always be here.”
Communists in the Progressive Labor Party
(PLP) understand that racism is a part of capitalism and that once we destroy capitalism, with
communist revolution, we destroy the basis and
the need for racism.
In 1925, a Black communist named Harry Haywood, born in the U.S., went to Moscow. Here’s a
brief excerpt from his book Black Bolshevik, which
tells of his experience with racism in Russia only
eight years after the revolution.
During my entire stay in the Soviet Union,
I encountered only one incident of racial
hostility. It was on a Moscow streetcar. Several of us Black students had boarded the
car on our way to spend an evening with
our friend MacCloud. It was after rush hour
and the car was only about half filled with
Russian passengers. As usual, we were the
objects of friendly curiosity. At one stop, a
drunken Russian staggered aboard. Seeing
us, he muttered (but loud enough for the
whole car to hear) something about “Black
devils in our country.”

go to http://bit.ly/2n93O3C for a free pdf
version of the book

The drunk swore that he didn’t mean what
he’d said. “I was drunk and angry about
something else. I swear to you citizens that
I have no race prejudice against those Black
gospoda (gentlemen).

He said, ‘Yes, before the Revolution, we
would have to sit in the back. But now everybody sits anywhere.’

We actually felt sorry for the poor fellow and
we accepted his apology. We didn’t want to
press the matter.

I thought to myself how many white Americans say it will take a hundred years, or two
or three generations, to wipe out segregation
… But in Tashkent it has taken only a few
years … (“The Soviet Union and Color”)

“No,” said the commandant, “we’ll keep him
overnight. Perhaps this will be a lesson to
him.” (170-171)
What makes this story of anti-racism even more
exceptional is that, at the same time, in 1925, in the
capital of the U.S., Washington, D.C., thousands
of racist Ku Klux Klan members freely marched
through the streets. Lynchings (racist mob hangings and other forms of cruel murder) of Black
workers and youth were common. In fact, after the
end of World War I, into the 1930s, race riots were
common and murderous in the U.S. At this time,
“race riot” always mean white attacking Black.
Communist Poet Langston Hughes was impressed with the anti-racism of the Russian communists. In 1946 he wrote:
When I was in Tashkent, the regional capital of the Republic of Soviet Central Asia,
there were funny little old street cards running about the size of the cable cars in San
Francisco. I noticed a partition in the center
of these streetcars, and asked a brown-skin
Uzbek friend why it was there. He explained
to me that in the Tsarist days that partition
separated the Europeans from the Asiatics.
I said, ‘You mean the white people from the
colored people?’

This is pretty amazing, when you think that
it wasn’t until many years later that Rosa Parks
helped break segregated bus seating in Montgomery, Alabama, in the U.S.

The reversal of the
fight Against racism
There are many more stories like these about
how far communists had gone towards eliminating
racism. Unfortunately, many mistakes were made
during and after the revolutions in the Soviet Union and China—not going straight to communism
and, instead, maintaining aspects of capitalism,
such as money and wages, under socialism. As a
result, “free enterprise” capitalism, and with it nationalism and racism, has been restored.
Of course we in PLP have an advantage over
comrades of the past. We have their experience,
including both successes and errors, to study and
to learn from. We now understand that the stage of
socialism is a mistake. Our commitment to go immediately to communism after the revolution can
only mean greater progress in smashing racism
once and for all.J
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